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briefly. I incline to think that K., if he had lived, might
have grown and done something quite different and quite
great He wanted to write dramas—was driving at that.
But enough of Johnny Keats to the sitter in the chair of
Gifford. No, of course, Mr. Editor, I was not annoyed,
but I like to get a, gentle rise out of so eminent a man
(Keats again, a pun, a pun). It really is amusing, though,
to read the truculent criticisms of your predecessor and
of Blactyvood. I am not sure that it would not be well to
slaughter a batch of Minor Poets who clearly are not
Keatses, in that sort of style. And even greater ferocious-
ness might well be expended on the Marie Corellis (if you
know the name) of this world.
Ah! The Hound of Heaven. You put it well. What
strikes me at first—and I suppose everybody, in the extra-
ordinary—yes, I must say it, cleverness of the imagery and
the manner in which it is sustained. He is, to my mind, in
the same relation to his feeling of repentance as A.T. was
in In Mem. to his grief. It isn't poured straight out of
Thompson's soul. Therefore, to me it is not a great
religious poem. That it is exceedingly true is obvious. But
compare it with the Dream of Gerontius. That is a
great religious poem without question, I suppose. But I
don't find at present the same tone in The Hound of
Heaven. Why! the tide is itself too much a literary
title ... I must, however, read more of F.T.
Looking at your letter makes me really smile. I think
I could unearth an old one of yours whicn spoke in a very
different strain of R.B. To think it is twenty years ago
last Friday that I stood in the fog in the Abbey and heard
the lovely boys' voices pierce it with Bridge's setting of
He giveth His beloved sleep. Of the rest I could see
little, only afterwards there was the little, very grey,
spectacled, eager figure of Dean Bradley hurrying back in
velvet skull-cap, cassock and Bath ribbon and jewel still
round his neck, to give some order. That was R.B/S
funeral. You spoke in different strains in those days, being
then chiefly enamoured of Mr. Pope, Gray, an4 coming

